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Pruksa Real Estate: Increasing Number of
Employees Served per HR Team Member
with SAP® ERP HCM
Partner

Servicing a growing number of employees while maintaining the same number of
HR team members is not easy. Pruksa Real Estate Plc, one of leading real estate
developers in Thailand, leveraged the SAP® ERP Human Capital Management
(SAP ERP HCM) solution to better serve its employees by enabling employee and
manager self-service, significantly improving the efficiency of its HR processes.
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Executive overview
Company
Pruksa Real Estate Plc
Headquarters
Bangkok, Thailand
Industry
Engineering, construction, and
operations – home building
Products and Services
Houses and condominiums
Employees
2,700
Revenue
US$746 million
Web Site
www.pruksa.com

Business Transformation

Top Benefits Achieved

The company’s top objectives
•• Transform the role of HR from transactional to strategic
•• Reduce operational risk caused by relying on a legacy HR solution
•• Drive business process integration between HR and other functional areas
The resolution
•• Deployed the SAP® ERP Human Capital Management solution and rolled it
out to India, Vietnam, and Maldives with top management sponsorship
•• Worked with Ardency Consultant Co. Ltd. for a successful implementation
•• Encouraged employees to accept changes in business processes
The key benefits
•• Improved efficiency of time and attendance with employee self-service
•• Increased accuracy of construction project costs by better allocating labor
costs among projects
•• Cut time spent on compensation calculation with manager self-service

30%

More employees served
per HR team member

75%

Fewer outsourced administrative employees
required to key in data

90%

Fewer paper-based
HR processes
Read more

See more metrics

Partner
Ardency Consultant Co. Ltd.

“Today, business management needs to be based on accurate and timely
information to support executive decision making. Pruksa’s executives
have this information because of help from SAP ERP HCM.”
Wirasak Kaewnoo, Chief Corporate Services Officer, Pruksa Real Estate Plc
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Avoiding risk from unscalable legacy
HR system
Pruksa Real Estate Plc is one of leading real estate
developers offering houses and condominiums
in the Bangkok metropolis and suburban areas
with high growth potential. Unlike most real estate
developers, the company adopts modern construction business operation technologies to manage
the construction work of projects by itself. This has
enabled Pruksa to become a low-cost leader in the
Thai market, allowing the company to manage over
70 projects at the same time and to bring in over
70,000 families as customers.

redundant efforts and affecting the quality and accuracy of HR reports. Plus, only a few key individuals had
the knowledge to manage this legacy software, leaving
Pruksa more exposed to risk in business continuity.
Growing the business while having underlying
operational risk would be impossible, Pruksa’s
executives realized. They decided it was necessary
to transform HR processes to avoid the risk and to
increase consistency in the company’s backbone
information. This would also help achieve Pruksa’s
goal of having greater visibility into its value chain,
enabled by business intelligence.

As Pruksa has grown its business significantly, the
company experienced inefficiency in managing HR
processes for over 2,500 employees across multiple
projects. This was because it was relying on legacy
HR software that used up to four databases, causing
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SAP® ERP HCM together with SAP ERP
for a common business platform
To transform HR processes as Pruksa envisioned,
the company probed the available options for HR
software. Since Pruksa already uses the SAP® ERP
application for its core processes, selecting another
HR software vendor at the cost of needing additional
interfaces would not have been optimal. In the end,
the SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP ERP
HCM) solution was the first choice; Pruksa realized
that having HCM processes running on the same
SAP platform made more sense in terms of driving
business process integration and eliminating islands
of applications.

manager self-service functionality, which was then
rolled out to India, Vietnam, and Maldives in the
second phase. To help ensure a successful implementation, Ardency also took charge of data conversion
and cleansing, which was beyond its responsibility
and highly appreciated by Pruksa.
Strong sponsorship from Wirasak Kaewnoo, chief
corporate services officer, was another key to this
successful implementation. Throughout the implementation process, he took important, decisive
actions to reduce employees’ resistance to process
changes and drove change agents to ensure that
employees would be open to process improvement
instead of customizing software to fit with original
business processes.

For implementation of SAP ERP HCM, Pruksa selected
Ardency Consultant Co. Ltd. because of its expertise
and deep experience. The implementation followed
ASAP methodology and went very well. The first phase
saw core HR processes go live with employee and

“SAP ERP HCM helped both employees and management visualize the
potential of leveraging the IT system to improve process efficiency and
help drive strategic value chain integration across Pruksa.”
Arunee Sonthimas, VP, Human Capital Management, Pruksa Real Estate Plc
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Running more efficiently with SAP HCM
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In the past, employees took up to five days to process their time and attendance on paper. With SAP
ERP HCM, they can clock in their hours online via
self-service, saving time and avoiding errors. Online
self-service also helped reduce the number of outsourced administrative staff needed to key in data
from four FTEs to one.

compensation management online using self-service,
rather than HR members having to sort this out
manually with each manager.
Beyond improvements in efficiency, SAP ERP HCM
has improved the accuracy of construction project
costs. Previously, there was no formal process to tie
employees’ movements among construction sites to
a specific cost center. Now, with this new process in
place, the accuracy and reliability of profit calculation
is improved for each project.

SAP ERP HCM eliminated paper-based payroll with
an online pay slip. Time to run payroll dropped from
three days to just minutes. Managers can also do
Key benefits

30%

More employees served per
HR team member

75%

Fewer outsourced employees
required to key in data

100%

Elimination of multiple
HR databases
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90%

Fewer paper-based HR
processes

Pruksa Real Estate

Company objectives
Resolution
Business transformation
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Future plans

Transforming HR
roles to become a
strategic partner
In the future, with the fast-changing environment
of the real estate industry, Pruksa would like to use
the functionalities of solution extensions by Nakisa
to help gain a view of how changes will impact the
organization. Plus, to drive sustainable growth and
competitive advantage, the company is focusing
on the area of HR development involving the whole
lifecycle of talent management. It is also looking into
using business intelligence to enable HR to become
a strategic partner of other business units. Pruksa is
looking to reduce HR transactional work and increase
strategic work, aiming for a 40:60 ratio instead of
the current 20:80. In the end, this will enable HR to
integrate with other functional processes and drive
a strategic value chain across the organization.
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